“LET IT GO” BY KATIE HALE

ACROSS
1 Board in a wooden deck chair
5 Continent with the highest and lowest points on Earth
9 Fragile juggling props
13 Tell the teacher
19 Baja resort
20 Remain unsettled
21 Actress Spelling
22 “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” king
23 Ready to move on from reading Beat poetry?
27 Enter with flair
28 Warsaw ___
29 Wobbly, quaintly
30 Some poets
33 Get better
35 “Macbeth” role
36 Would really prefer to use a globe?
43 Netflix’s “The Haunting of ___ Manor”
44 Tag figure
45 Big name in coolers
46 Aim high
48 Uber offer
49 ___ Springs
51 Singer Carly ___ Jepsen
54 Grab
57 No longer interested in fairy tales?
61 ___Wheeler
62 Marketing fees
63 Marketing fees
64 Smack
65 “This could be a problem”
69 Bozos
72 The “kid” in “Here’s looking at you, kid”
73 Ski resort hangout
74 Dijon deity
75 Large wardrobe
77 Hush-hush org.
79 Trying to keep cool in a more eco-friendly way?
86 Disorderly protestor
87 Bag-screening org.
88 Actress Mireille
89 “Misery” actor James
91 ___ to go
94 Spot for a nap

DOWNS
1 Flat-bottomed boat
5 “SmackDown” org.
9 “Hakuna ___”, “The Lion King” song
10 2013 Lady Gaga album
11 “And when I love thee not, / Chaos is come again” speaker
12 “Not this movie again”
13 Sears partner
17 Feeling too good for the family car?
20 Expansive
22 Grimm’s deputy
23 Title for Patrick Stewart
24 Latin years
25 “If I’m honest ___”
27 “Because you’re worth it” cosmetics brand
28 “Orinoo Flow” singer
29 Like some patches
31 Concern for the “Queer Eye” guys
32 ___ the breaks"
33 Birmingham’s st.
34 “___ the CPA"
35 Big month for a CPA
36 “Verdi opera"
37 Handlebar part
38 “Wow”
39 Treats with a cold pack
40 Technology magazine
41 Church recesses
42 Banking IDs
43 “Midnight Cowboy” role
44 “___ spot"
46 “___ of Peaky Blinders”
47 Tarot dish
48 Woof source
52 Brody of “Peaky Blinders”
53 Etc. kin
55 Rock climber’s handful
56 Boost
58 Give it a go
59 Nuts and bolts
60 Part of TGIF
61 Treating with contempt
62 Aroma
63 Old 45 player
67 Pre-makeover image
68 “Straight ___ Compton”
70 French friend
71 Stronghold
73 Asian language
75 Hilltop nest
76 Swelter
78 Female sib
80 Marjoram, e.g.
81 Put off
82 Unsuitable
83 Rose Bowl org.
84 ___ Grey tea
85 Fury
90 Lottery ticket picks: Abbr.
92 ___ material
93 State in southwest India
95 “Home Alone” actress Catherine
96 Looney Tunes stinker
97 Question in an identity crisis
98 Home mixologist’s dream
100 Leaf of ___
101 Somewhat formal
102 Cook wear
103 Canadian coin, familiarly
108 2008 AL Rookie of the Year
109 Longoria
110 Mother of Artemis
111 Naan flour
114 Luxuriate (in)
115 Far from fair
116 “Sounds ___”
117 ___-slapper
120 Diner check
121 Food Network host Garten
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